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Abstract 

 In this paper, we summarize hash functions and cellular automata based architectures, 

and discuss some pros and cons. We introduce the background knowledge of hash functions. 

The properties and theory of cellular automata are also presented with typical works. We 

show that cellular automata based schemes are very useful to design hash functions with a 

low hardware complexity because of its logical operation attributes and parallel properties. 
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1. Introduction 

Any message authentication or digital signature mechanism can be viewed as having 

fundamentally two levels [1]. At the lower level, there must be some sort of function 

that produces an authenticator: a value to be used to authenticate a message. This 

lower-level function is then used as primitive in a higher-level authentication protocol 

that enables a receiver to verify the authenticity of a message.  

In order to authenticate a message, the types of functions may be grouped into three 

classes: message encryption (the ciphertext of the entire message serves as its 

authenticator), message authentication code (MAC, a public function of the message 

and a secret key that produces a fixed-length value that serves as the authenticator), and 

cryptographic hash function (a public function that maps a message of any length into a 

fixed-length hash value, which serves as the authenticator). 

This paper is only concerned with cryptographic hash functions which are classified 

into two classes: unkeyed hash function (hash functions, whose specificat ion dictates a 

single input parameter - a message) and keyed hash function (hash functions, whose 

specification dictates two distinct inputs - a message and a secret key). This paper is 

only concerned with unkeyed hash function which is also called one-way hash function. 

Cryptographic hash functions play an important role in modern cryptography. The 

basic idea of cryptographic hash functions is that a hash-value serves as a compact 

representative image (sometimes called an imprint, digital fingerprint, or massage 

digest) of an input string, and can be used as if it was uniquely identifiable with that 

string [2].  

From a structural point of view, cryptographic hash functions may be categorized 

based on the nature of the operations comprising their internal compression functions. 

From this viewpoint, there are several broadcast categories of iterated hash functions 

studied to date are the functions based on block ciphers, the functions based on modular 

arithmetic, and dedicated functions. Specially, dedicated functions are those designed 

specially for hashing, with speed in mind and independent of other system 

subcomponents (e.g., block cipher or modular multiplication subcomponents which may 

already be present for non-hashing purposes) 
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The following cryptographic hash functions, all based on the so called MD4 initially 

proposed in [3] have received the greatest attention: MD5 [4], SHA-1 and SHA-256 [5], 

RIPEMD-160 [6], and HAVAL [7]. However, in applications where speed is important 

and very large amounts of data have to be authenticated (e.g., electronic financial 

transactions, software integrity), hardware implementations are the natural solution. 

Thus dedicated cryptographic hash functions based on cellular automata are strongly 

recommended.  

Cellular Automata (CA) are among the oldest model of natural computing, dating 

back over half a century. The first CA studies by John von Neumann in the late 1950s 

were biologically motivated [8]: the goal was to design self-replicating artificial 

systems that are also computationally universal. A CA possesses several fundamental 

properties of the physical world: they are massively parallel, homogeneous and all 

interactions are local. Other physical properties such as reversibility and conversion 

laws can be programmed by choosing the local update rule properly. It is therefore not 

surprising that physical and biological systems have been successfully simulated using 

CA models [9]. The physical nature of CA may have even much greater practical 

importance when applied to the opposite direction, that is, when using the physics to 

simulate CA. Since many CA are computationally universal and some very simple CA 

have this property then perhaps we eventually succeed to harness physical reactions of 

microscopic scale to execute massively parallel computations by running a 

computationally universal CA. This requires that the simulated CA obeys the rules of 

physics, including reversibility and conservation laws. While such truly programmable 

matter may be decades away, its potential is great [10]. 

Wolfram [11] pioneered the investigation of CA as mathematical models for self -

organizing statistical systems and suggested the use of a simple two-state, three-

neighborhood CA with cells arranged linearly in one dimension. CAs are dynamic 

systems in which space and time are discrete. A CA consists of an array of cells, each 

of which can be in one of a finite number of possible states, updated synchronously in 

discrete time steps, according to a local, identical interaction rule. Martin , et al., [12] 

used polynomial algebraic tools to derive some characterizations of uniform CA with 

identical rules applied to each of the cells. Subsequently, Das, et al., [13, 14] developed 

a matrix algebraic tool capable of characterizing hybrid CA with different ru les applied 

to different cells.  

In the last two decades, a wide variety of applications on CA has been proposed. 

Major applications can be categorized under the following broad headings:  simulation 

of physical systems, biological modeling involving models for self-reproduction, 

image processing, language recognition, computer architectures, error correcting codes, 

block and stream cipher cryptography, and fractals and chaos. 

In [15], Daemen, et al., have persisted in vulnerability of scheme from [16] together 

with a new CA based hash function. Another research on CA based hash function has 

been reported by Mihaljevic, et al., [17] based on their previous report in [2]. They 

have proposed a family of fast dedicated one-way hash functions based on linear CA 

over GF(q). Recently, Jeon proposed one-way hash function using linear and nonlinear 

CA. 

One thing we know is that the security of hash functions is indeed based on 

confusion and diffusion. However, it is quite hard to explain a level of confusion and 

diffusion so that experimental results should be provided and compared with the 

previous well-known hash functions. 
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The purpose of this paper is to find characteristics of CA and design a secure and 

efficient cryptographic hash function using simple CA operations. An important feature 

of the proposed one-way hash function is that it is especially suitable for compact and 

fast implementation in hardware. The proposed scheme provides outstanding efficiency 

in cryptographic application use. The proposed scheme is a CA based hash function for 

an arbitrary length message hashing, called CAH-256 that the scheme takes as input a 

message with a maximum length of less than 2
64

 bits and produces as output a 256-bit 

message digest. 

 

2. Preliminary 

In this section, we introduce the background knowledge useful in understanding the 

hash function and cellular automata. In Section 2.1, we present some definitions and 

security requirements of cryptographic hash function. Section 2.2 presents some basic 

concepts of cellular automata. Moreover, the previous cryptographic hash schemes are 

briefly reviewed in Section 2.3. 

 

2.1. Cryptographic Hash Functions 

A cryptographic hash function can provide assurance of data integrity. A hash 

function is used to construct a short “fingerprint” of some data; if the data is altered, 

then the fingerprint will no longer be valid. Even if the data is stored in an insecure 

place, its integrity can be checked from time to time by recomputing the fingerprint and 

verifying that the fingerprint has not changed [18]. 

 

2.1.1. Security of Hash Functions: Suppose that H: X  Y is an unkeyed hash function. 

Let x  X, and define y = H(x). In many cryptographic applications of hash functions, it 

is desirable that the only way to produce a valid pair (x, y) is to first choose x, and then 

compute y = H(x) by applying the function H to x. Other security requirements of hash 

functions are motivated by their applications in particular protocols, such as signature 

schemes. We now define three problems; if a hash function is to be considered secure, it 

should be the case that these three problems are difficult to solve [18]. 

Problem 1: Preimage(one-way) 

Instance: A hash function H: X  Y and an element y  Y. 

Find: x  X such that H(x) = y. 

Given a possible message digest y, the problem preimage asks if x can be found such 

that H(x) = y. If preimage can be solved for a given y  Y, then the pair (x, y) is a valid 

pair. A hash function for which preimage cannot be efficiently solved is often said to be 

one-way or preimage resistant. 

Problem 2: Second Preimage(weakly collision) 

Instance: A hash function H: X  Y and an element x  X. 

Find: x  X such that x  x and H(x) = H(x). 

Given a possible message x, the problem second preimage asks if x  x can be found 

such that H(x) = H(x). Note that, if this can be done, then (x, H(x)) is a valid pair. A 

hash function for which second preimage cannot be efficiently solved is often said to be 

second preimage resistant. 
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Problem 3: Collision 

Instance: A hash function H: X  Y. 

Find: x, x  X such that x  x and H(x) = H(x). 

The problem collision asks if x  x can be found such that H(x) = H(x). A solution 

to this problem does directly yield a valid pair. However, if (x, y) is a valid pair and x, 

x is solution to collision, then (x, y) is also a valid pair. There are various scenarios 

where we want to avoid such a situation from arising. A hash function for which 

collision cannot be efficiently solved is often said to be collision resistant.  

 

2.1.2 Iterated Hash Functions: We now describe a particular technique by which a 

compression function, say compress, can be extended to a hash function with an infinite 

domain, H [18]. A hash function H constructed by this method is called an iterated hash 

function. We restrict out attention to hash functions whose inputs and outputs are 

bitstrings (i.e., strings formed of zeros and ones). We denote the length of a bitstring x 

by |x|, and the concatenation of bitstrings x and y is denoted x || y. 

Suppose that compress: {0, 1}
m+t

  {0, 1}
m
 is a compression function (where t  1). The 

evaluation of the iterated hash function H based on compress will consist of three main steps: 

Step 1. (Preprocessing) Given an input string x, where |x|  m + t + 1, construct a 

string y, using a public algorithm, such that |x|  0 (mod t). Denote y  y1|| y2||  ||yr, 

where |yi| = t for 1  i  r. 

Step 2. (Processing) Let IV be a public initial value which is a bitstring of length m. 

Then compute the following: 

                                         z0  IV 

z1  compress(z0 || y1) 

z2  compress(z1 || y2) 

               
zr  compress(zr1 || yr). 

Step3. (Optimal output transformation) Let G: {0, 1}
m+t

  {0, 1}
l
 be a public 

function. Define H(x) = G(zr). The iterated hash function constructed above is 

 

1
: {0,1} {0,1} .i l

i m t
H



  


 

A commonly used preprocessing step is to construct the string y in the following 

way: y = x || pad(x), where pad(x) is constructed from x using a padding function. A 

padding function typically incorporates the value of |x|, and pads the result with 

additional bits (zeros, for example) so that the resulting string y has a length that is a 

multiple of t. 

The preprocessing step must ensure that the mapping x | y is an injection. (If the 

mapping x | y is not one-to-one, then it may be possible to find x  x so that y  y. 

Then H(x) = H(x), and H would not be collision-resistant.) Note also that |y| = rt  |x| 

because of the required injective property. 
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Figure 1. Merkle-Damgaard model for a hash function 
 

The Merkle-Dameggard [16] model for the designs of hash functions has shown its 

good properties over the years, and in fact many of the existing hash functions follow 

this model, which is schematically represented in Figure 1. 

Essentially, this model simplifies the management of large inputs and the production of a 

fixed-length output by using a function H, which is usually called a compression function. 

Given a compression function, a hash function can be defined by repeated applications of the 

compression function until the entire message has been processed. In this process, a message 

of arbitrary length is broken into blocks whose length depends on the compression function, 

and padded for security reasons, so the size of the message is a multiple of the block size. The 

blocks are then hash value for the message which repeatedly operates over a message block 

and a hash of the previous blocks. The security of this scheme rests on the security of the H 

function, which has been proven to need every property that H is supposed to have. 
 

2.1. Cellular Automata 

A CA is a collection of simple cells connected in a regular  fashion. A CA was 

originally proposed by John von Neumann as formal models of self -reproducing 

organisms. Wolfram [11] pioneered the investigation of CA as mathematical models for 

self-organizing statistical systems and suggested the use of a simple two-state, three-

neighborhood (left, self and right) CA with cells arranged linearly in one dimension. 

The CA structure investigated by Wolfram can be viewed as a discrete lattice of cells 

where each cell can assume either the value 0 or 1. The next state of a cell is assumed 

to depend on itself and on its two neighbors (three-neighborhood dependency). The 

cells evolve in discrete time steps according to some deterministic rule that depends 

only on local neighbors. In effect, each cell as shown in Figure 2, consists of a storage 

element (D flip-flop) and a combinational logic implementing the next-state function 

[19].  

 

 

Figure 2. A typical CA cell 
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In an m-state, k-neighborhood CA, each cell can exist in m different states and the 

next state of any particular cell depends on the present states of k of its neighbors. In 

this paper, we use a simple 2-state 3-neighborhood CA with the cells in one dimension. 

The following notations have been used to characterize a CA: 

 i: The position of an individual cell in the one-dimensional array of cells 

 t: The time step 

 si(t): The output state of the ith cell at the tth time step 

 S(t): The state of the CA at the tth instant of time 

Mathematically, the next state transition of the ith cell can be represented as a function 

of the present sates of the ith, (i+1)th and (i1)th cells: 

si(t+1) = f(si1(t), si(t), si+1(t)) 

where f is known as the rule of the CA denoting the combinational logic. 

 For a 2-state 3-neighborhood CA, there can be a total of 2
3
 distinct neighborhood 

configurations. For such a CA with cells having only 2 states there can be a total of 256 

distinct mappings from all these neighborhood configurations to the next state. If the 

next-state function of a cell is expressed in the form of a truth table, then the decimal 

equivalent of the output is conventionally called the rule number for the  cell [20]. 

 

Table 1. State transition for rule 90, 202, 150 and 232 in 2-state 3-neighbor 
CA 

 

 

 Table 1 specifies four particular sets of transition from a neighborhood configuration 

to the next state. In Table 1, the top row gives all eight possible states of the three 

neighboring cells (the left neighbor of the ith cell, the ith cell itself, and its right 

neighbor) at the time instant t. Rows from second and to fifth give the corresponding 

states of the ith cell at time instant (t+1) for four illustrative CA rules. The following 

logic functions illustrate the rules 90, 202, 150 and 232, where , , and  denotes the 

bitwise XOR, AND, and OR operations.  

Rule 90: si (t+1) = si1 (t)  si+1 (t) 

Rule 202: si (t+1) = (si1 (t)  ( si (t)  si+1 (t)))  si+1 (t) 

Rule 150: si (t+1) = si1 (t)  si (t)  si+1 (t) 

Rule 232: si (t+1) = (si1 (t)  si (t))  ((si1 (t)  si (t))  si+1 (t))  
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A few definitions used in the characterization of CA are noted below [19]. 

Definition 1 If the rule of a CA cell involves only XOR logic, then it is called a linear 

rule. A CA with all the cells having linear rules is called a linear CA, whereas a CA 

with AND-OR logic is a nonlinear CA.  

Definition 2 If in a CA the neighborhood dependence is on XOR, then it is called a non-

complemented CA and the corresponding rule is referred as a non-complemented rule. 

Rules involving XNOR logic are referred to as complemented rules and a CA having a 

XNOR rules is called a complemented CA. 

In 256 rules of 2-state 3-neighorhood CA, 7 rules are only linear, i.e., rule 60, 90, 

102, 150, 170, 204, and 240, and there are also 7 rules of their complemented rules, i.e., 

rule 195, 165, 153, 105, 85, 51, and 15. Thus the remained 242 rules are regarded as 

nonlinear rules. 

Definition 3 A rule is balanced if it contains equal number of 1s and 0s in its 8-bit 

binary representation; otherwise it is an unbalanced rule. 

Definition 4 If in a CA the same rule applies to all the cells, then the CA is called a 

uniform or regular CA. If in a CA different rules are applied over different cells, then it 

is called a hybrid CA. 

Definition 5 If a state transition of a CA contains only cyclic states, then the CA is 

called a group CA; otherwise it is a non-group CA. The rule applied on a uniform group 

CA is called a group rule; otherwise it is a non-group rule. 

Definition 6 A CA is said to be a null boundary CA if the left (right) neighbor of the 

leftmost (rightmost) terminal cell is connected to logic 0-state. 

Definition 7 A CA is said to be a periodic boundary CA if the extreme cells are adjacent 

to each other. 

Definition 8 A CA is said to be a intermediate boundary CA if the next state of the  left- 

(right-)most cell depends on itself, its right (left) neighbor, and the one next to (before) 

it. 

Figure 3 shows the CA structure applied rule set <90, 202, 150, 232> based on 

periodic boundary condition. In this paper, we only consider a periodic boundary 

condition to apply its cyclic property. 

 

Figure 3. The structure of the periodic boundary CA with the rule set <90, 
202, 150, 232> 
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3. Related Works 

This section reviews the previous research for CAs and hash functions. 
 

3.1. Linear and Nonlinear Cellular automata 

Numbers of researchers have presented the characteristics of linear CA which can be 

divided into two parts, group CA and non-group CA [19]. 

Pris, et al., [21] have reported that complement CA of group CA is also group CA 

and the proof with the help of a matrix algebraic tools has been reported in [22]. Elspas 

[23] has characterized the cycle sets in the state-transition diagram of linear machines 

by considering the factors of their characteristic polynomial. Inverse characterization 

leading to the works of reversible CA has been reported by Toffoli [24]. A generalized 

method of a few uniform CA rules and their correlation with length has been reported in 

[13, 22]. A new type of CA called intermediate boundary CA (IBCA) has been 

proposed in [25]. For generating high-quality pseudorandom patterns, phase shift 

analysis of CA has been investigated in [26, 27] 

In [28] a special class of non-group CA (referred to as D1*CA) has been utilized for 

synpaper of easily testable finite-state machines. Non-group CA-based synpaper of 

easily testable combinational logic has been also addressed in [25]. Another special 

class of non-group CA used mainly in the field of testable logic synpaper is 

characterized in [25, 28, 29, 30]. 

Although the study of linear CA has received considerable attention from researchers 

due to its linearity and simplicity, the study of nonlinear CA has not received due 

attention. Recently, however, some interesting properties of such nonlinear CA have 

been employed successfully in several applications. Ganguly et al. has presented 

characteristics of nonlinear CA model for pattern recognition [31]. Das , et al., have 

presented a nonlinear CA based pseudorandom pattern generator for VLSI circuit 

testing [32-35]. Jeon, et al., have proposed a group and non-group CA based low-

complexity authentication scheme and a nonlinear CA based one-time authentication 

scheme in wireless network [36, 37]. 
 

3.2. Cryptographic Hash Functions 

A half-dozen years ago, there were several popular cryptographic hash functions 

from which to choose, including MD5 and SHA-1. MD5 developed by Ron Rivest is a 

128-bit hash that is a strengthened form of an earlier Rivest hash function, MD4. 

Because of the birthday attack, MD5 can only be 64 bits strong; the short length 

contributed to the National Institute of Standard Technology (NIST) decision not to 

certify MD5 as a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS).  

MD5 was already in difficulty in 1993, when Bert den Boer and Antoon Bosselaers 

found problems with its compression function [38]; further problems were discovered 

three years later by Hans Dobbertin [39]. The situation became a great deal worse in 

2004. At a cryptography meeting in Santa Barbara, Wang, et al., received a standing 

ovation for work showing collision attacks on MD5 (the attacks also applied to several 

other hash functions: HAVAL, MD4, and RIPEMD)[40]. There had already been a 

move away from MD5, but this was the final blow. At the same meeting, Eli Biham and 

Rafi Chen [41] showed how to find “near” collisions in SHA-0 and Antoine Joux 

demonstrated an actual collision attack on SHA-0 [42]. SHA-1 still seemed safe. 

In 2005 the situation got worse. Wang, in collaboration with Yiqun Lisa Yin and 

Hongbo Yu, showed a collision attack on SHA-1 that took 2
69

 steps (instead of the 
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expected 2
80

) [43]; then Wang, in collaboration with Andrew Yao and Frances Yao, 

demonstrated a collision attack on SHA-1 that required only 2
63

 steps [44]. The good 

news is that this was not a second preimage attack and the attack does not mean that all 

protocols using SHA-1 for integrity were at risk (for example, the usage of SHA-1 in 

the “handshake” of SSL 3.0/TLS protocol is not affected by these attacks). But it did 

mean that SHA-1 should be replaced as quickly as possible and should not be used for 

new applications. How to proceed was both clear and cloudy. 

SHA-256, also developed by NSA is waiting in the wings, and is already a FIPS (as 

are SHA-384 and SHA-512). SHA-256 is three to four times slower than SHA-1, but 

that is not the real problem. Moving a new algorithm into the infrastructure, whether 

SHA-256 or a direct SHA-1 replacement (including the established RIPEMD-160, 

SHA-256 truncated to 160 bits, or a “patched” SHA-1), is not an easy task. Although 

computer manufacturers understand the importance of replacing SHA-1, and SHA-256 

is in the next operating systems being fielded by Microsoft, Sun, and other 

manufacturers, SHA-1 and MD5 will remain in legacy systems for years to come. And 

while SHA-256 may share some of the structure of SHA-1 and thus be potentially 

vulnerable to attack, at 256 bits, the algorithm is large enough, and strong enough, to 

suffice for now. 
 

3.3. Cryptography with Cellular Automata 

Many realistic applications of cellular automata have been reported for pseudo-

random [45] and pseudo-exhaustive pattern generation [14], signature analysis [46, 47], 

fast arithmetic operator design [48-52], error-correcting codes and cryptography [49]. 

Cellular automata have been used in many cryptographic applications, such as 

symmetric cryptography, public key cryptography, secret sharing and message 

authentication. 

In symmetric cryptography, the encryption key and the decryption key are the same. 

The encryption process is based on generation of pseudorandom bit sequences, and a 

CA can be effectively used for this purpose. CAs for systems with a secrete key were 

first studied by Wolfram [53], and later by Habutsu, et al., [54], Nandi, et al., [55] and 

Gutowitz [56]. Tomassini and Sipper [57] proposed one and two dimensional CA for 

random number generator. Recently, Seredynski, et al., [58] used a CA to design a 

symmetric key cryptography based on Vernam cipher. 

In public-key cryptography, two keys are required: one key is used for encryption 

and the other for decryption, and one of them is held in private, the other rendered 

public. Public-key cryptosystems based on CA were proposed by Kari [59]. 

Secret sharing schemes are cryptographic procedures to share a secret  among a set of 

participants in such a way that only some qualified subsets  of these participants can 

recover the secret. Martín, et al., [60] proposed a secret sharing scheme based on 

cellular automata and Alvarez, et al., [61] proposed a secure scheme to share secret 

color images using two dimensional reversible cellular automata.  

Dasgupta, et al., [35] proposed a CA based scheme for message authentication. They 

investigated a particular class of non-group CA that can be employed for generating an 

efficient message authentication function. Software implementation of the 

authentication strategy results in 50% reduction of CPU time requirement as compared 

to MD-5 [4]. An optimal hardware realization of the proposed algorithm will be 10 

times faster than any possible parallel realization of MD-5 [20]. Mihaljevic, et al., [31] 

proposed a family of dedicated one-way hash functions based on linear CA over GF(q) 
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and Daemen, et al., proposed a framework for the design of one-way functions based on 

CA [15]. 

Jeon et al. proposed a Montgomery multiplier architecture and division architecture 

based on programmable CA in [48, 52]. They also proposed a group and non-group CA 

based authentication scheme with low-complexity in wireless network in [36]. Recently 

they applied a non-group CA to role based access control in [62]. 
 

4. Cellular Automata based Hash Functions 

The first result of the CA application for one-way hash function design has been 

reported in [16]. The vulnerability of the scheme from [16] is presented together with a 

result for new CA based hash function called Cellhash by Daemen, et al., in 1991 [15]. 

It assumes preparation of a message so that it is a concatenation of N 32-bit words Mi, i 

= 0, 1, …, N1, and application of the following procedure: 

  H
0
 = IV 

  H
j
 = F(H

j1
, Mj1 Mj mod N ... Mj+6 mod N) for j = 1, 2, …, N1 

  H
N
 is the hash result, 

 where F(H, A) is a function with argument H a bitstring of length 257, A is a 

bitstring of length 256, and IV is the all-zero bitstring of length 257; it returns a 

bitstring of length 257. F(H, A) consists of five steps as followings: 

Step 1. hi = hi  (hi+1 (hi+2)),  0  i < 257 

Step 2. h0 =  h0 

Step 3. hi = hi3  hi  hi+3 ,  0  i < 257 

Step 4. hi = hi  ai1 ,   1  i < 257 

Step 5. hi = h10i ,    0  i < 257 

Step 1 is a nonlinear CA operation where each bitvalue is updated according to the 

bitvalues in its neighborhood applying a nonlinear updating rule. The nonlinearity of 

the updating rule has to guarantee the needed confusion. Step 2 consists merely of 

complementing 1 bit to eliminate circular symmetry in case bitstring A consists of only 

0’s. Step 3 is a linear CA operation that has to increases the diffusion. Step 4 realizes 

the actual message bits injection in H to be diffused and confused in subsequent rounds. 

Step 5 is a bit permutation where bits are placed away from their previous neighbors.  

Another major research on a CA based hash function has been reported by Mihaljevic, 

et al., [17] based on their previous report in [2]. They have proposed a family of fast 

dedicated one-way hash functions based on linear CA over GF(q) in 1999. Their 

proposed function follows the model for iterated hash functions, and employs the 

Davis-Mayer principle. The compression function h is defined by the following: 
 

1 1 1( , ) ( )
ii i M i ih M H F H H   

, 

where 1( )
iM iF H   is a function which maps Hi1 according to Mi, and Mi is the ith part of 

the whole message M. The compression function maps the input variables Mi and Hi1 

into the output according to the following step 1 thru 5. 

Step 1. Nonlinear combining of the Mi and Hi1 by the mappings {0, 1, …, 2
l
1}  

{0, 1, …, q1} of Hi1 words parameterized by Mi words. Generate an n-dimensional 

vector Xi with elements Xi, k, k = 1, 2, …, n, from GF(q) according to the following: 
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, 1,
, , 1,(( )mod2 )mod

( , ),

1,2,..., .

l
i k i k

i k i k i kM H K
X f M H

k n







 

where Mi, k and Hi1, k are kth word of Mi and Hi1 respectively on GF(2
l
) for 0  k  n. 

Step 2. (First CA processing) Generate an n-dimensional vector Yi with elements Yi, k 

from GF(q): 

Yi = CA(Xi). 

Step 3. (Nonlinear mapping and permutation) Generate an n-dimensional vector Y

i 

with elements Y

i, k from GF(q) according to the following: 

0

'
,( )mod mod , , 1(( )mod )i k k n k K i k i n kY Y Y q   

, k = 1, 2, …, n/2 

0

'
,( )mod mod , , / 2(( )mod )i k k n k K i k i k nY Y Y q  

, k = n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, …, n, 
 

where k0 is a certain constant k0 < n/2 and j( ) is a nonlinear function which maps an 

element on GF(q) into an element on GF(q) for 0  j  K1, K is the number of 

functions. 

Step 4. (Second CA processing) Generate an n-dimensional vector Zi with elements 

Zi,k from GF(q): 

Zi = CA(Y

i). 

Step 5. (Nonlinear transformation and compression) Generate an n-dimensional 

vector H

i with elements H


i, k from GF(2

l
) according to the following: 

H

i, k =  k mod K (Zi, k), 

where and j( ) is a nonlinear function which maps an element on GF(q) into an element 

on GF(2
l
) for 0  j  K1. Accordingly, the compression function h

*
( ) is then defined 

by the following: 

h
*
(Mi, Hi1) = H


i  Hi1 = Hi. 

Lastly, they use an output function g
*
(Hm), where g

*
( ) is defined as a keystream 

generator. 

However the above mentioned scheme in [15] did not provide any specific 

neighborhood and rules. It means that the scheme is not well defined and designed by 

CA theory. Meanwhile, CA operations with primitive characteristic polynomial are used 

only twice in Step 2 and 4 of the compression function in [17], and other nonlinear 

functions are from HAVAL [7]. Actually it is hard to say that the scheme is a CA based 

hash function. 

Though the mentioned papers have persisted in their security and advantages, they 

did not provide enough comprehension on security and experimental results. Moreover 

the previous works did not use specific rules so that it i s hard to determine the 

characteristics of their schemes. In [63], a stronger CA based hash function has been 

suggested. They used only CA functions to make confusion and diffusion and provided 

various experimental results.  

Step 1. hi = hi  ki, 0  i  255 

Step 2. hi = hi-1  hi  hi+1, 0  i  255 

Step 3. h4i+j = h4i+j-1  ((h4i+j-1  (h4i+j)) (h4i+j  h4i+j+1)), 0  i  63, j = d mod 4 

Step 4. hi = 3bits-circular-left-shift(hi), 0  i  255 
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The scheme employs the MD (Merkle-Dameggard) structure which is well-known as 

a secure model [16]. The heart of algorithm is a module that consists of processing of 

64 rounds. All rounds have the same structure which is composed of XOR operations 

with the constant K, two CA rule functions and 3-bit shift operation. In order to design 

a concrete hash function, we use combinations of a linear group rule and nonlinear non-

group rule. A linear group rule provides a collision resistance from present states to 

next states and a nonlinear non-group rule provides one-way property and nonlinearity. 

Rule 150 based on periodic boundary condition is only a linear group rule for a message 

with 256-bit length, and it has a highest dependency from neighborhood in the middle 

of the whole linear rules. Meanwhile, we choose rule 23 for a nonlinear non-group CA 

operation since rule 23 provides not only a high nonlinearity but also a special 

transition form. 
 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we had a look around some theories about hash functions and cellular 

automata. In many studies, they have proposed various hash algorithms for specific 

environments. In order to use the algorithms on small silicon area, extremely dedicated and 

tiny architectures are demanded. For satisfying the demand, a CA theory has been used as a 

basic computational component. In this paper, we summarized typical CA based hash 

functions. Each scheme has its own pros and cons. But they are still insufficient in minifying 

and security aspect. Thus well-defined and designed CA based hash function is exceedingly 

required. 
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